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l!l,troductio,E.
Let M be a compact d..ifferen t:i. able manifold without boundary. A
Riemannian structure on II is called flat if all sectional curvatures
vanish at each point; then E is called a flat ml$i!2...J.£!..A diffeomorphism
f : !f -+ M is called an Anosov .!iffeomo..!:Eh.~ if for some (and hence any)
Riemannian metric on 11 there exist constants c > 0, A < 1 such that at
any point m of Ii the tangent space T}'l decomposes as the direct summ
where IITf
r
vll ~ c.>! !lvll for all
!ITf'-rwlI ~ c,).,r IIvdl tur all w E EU
~sv E ,~' and all integers
s u
TV = E Ee E ,m
r > 0 and
of a contracting part and an expanding part; more precisely
and all integers r > 0 (the Letters
s and u stand, as usual, for stable and unstable; they are also used
for the dimensions of the spaces involved).
If we write T2 = R2/Z2- - "'-
(II 12)given by the matrix
for the flat torus, then the automorphism
- induces an Anosov diffeomorphism on
r2. On the Klein bottle, however, it is impossible to construct an Anosov
diffeomorphism.
This raises the obvious question: On vvhich manifolds can we construct
Anosov diffeomorphisms? c.f. Smale [14] p.760. Smale gives examples of
Anosov diffeomorphisms on nilmanifolds (p. 761). Shub [13] gives examples
on a four-dimensional flat manifold which is not a torus, and on a six-
dimensional infranil manifold.
'7e give below a complete algebraic characterization of there flat
manifolds whieh support Anosov dii'f'eomorphisms (see Theorem 2.3.1). Each
flat manifold comes propacked with its own finite group F (the linear
holonomy group) and a representation T of this group into GL(n, Z), where
'"
n is the dimension of the manifold.
In chapter 1 we find necessary and also sufficient conditions for M
to support an Anosov diffeomorphism, and show that these depend only on
2.
the representation T.
In chapter 2 we examine those oonditions, as a problem in abstract
representatio~ t~eory and arrive at the surprising conclusion that the
conditions are equivalent. They depend on the ~~nner in which T decomposes
as we enlarge tho coefficient domain first from Z to o and then to R.
,...", ~ ,.....,
~;'1hatwe do is this first '\70 decompose T over Q.-. If any pieces
occur more than once in the decomposition we ignore thom. Wenon take those
pieces r.h Lch occur precisely once and attempt to decompose them over R.
If vre are successful "'very time, the manifold will support an Anosov
diffeomorphism, but if any of them is irreducible over R, thon the manif'old....,
will not support an Anosov diffeomorphism.
In chapter 3 we apply our results to specific problems, generate lata
of examples and finally use ono of the example s to illustrate a formula of
Williams [15] on zeta functions of diffeomorphisms.
To reduce the ':";eight of the proofs in chapters 1 and 2, we have assembled
those parts of the proofs vhich have nothing to do with Anosov diffeomorphisms
into a chapter 0 which we call "Prerequisites". It is used heavily for
reference, and to establish notation.
I should like to truce tllls opportunity to extend my th~s to the many
people who gave me holp and encouragement , especially to my supervisors
David Epstein and Hike Shub, who have shovm more patience viith me than I
deserve. I should also like to thank the management of I.H.E.S. for their
wonderful hospitality during Easter 1970, when a significant portion of
this wor-kwas accomplished.
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Chapter 0 Prere_g_uisites
§O.l £.?homology C?! GrouJ2..~
The easiest reference for this section is Eilenberg and HacLane [7J.
Let A be an abelian group, written additively ,and r be an
arbitrary group, written multiplicatively, which acts on A on the left,
the action being v~itten multiplicatively, but with a dot, to distinguish
it f'rom the multiplication in r. We define ~(r,A) to be the group of
all maps ¢: r -+ A which satisfy the equation ¢(~x2) = ~ • ¢(x2) + ¢(~),
(these are usually called crossed. homomorphisms, a.l though they are not
homomorphisms) modulo the group of maps ¢ of the form ¢ (x) = x • a - a
for some a E A (usually called the principal crossed homomorphisms).
H2(r, A) is the group of all maps ¢: r x r -+ A which satisfy the
equation ¢(~x2' x3) - ¢(~, x2x3) = ~ • ¢(x2, x3) - ¢(xl, x2) modulo the
group of those of the form ~. g(x
2
) - g(~ x2) + g(~) where g: r -+ A
is an arbitrary map.
''Te shall be considering the snecial case where A is an abelian normal
subgroup of r, and r acts on A on the left by conjugation. Then since
the action of A on itself' is trivial, the crossed homomorphisms
¢ : A-+ A are just the usual homomorphisms and the only principal crossed
to be the subgroup of
So ffi(A, A) = Hom(;., A).
rr-(A, A)
We definehomomorphism is zero •
for all X E r a EA.
given by the restriction ¢(x. a) = x • ¢(a)
rr(A, Al = Homr (A, A) tho r-moduleThen
homomorphisms: A -+A.
If F = r/: then the action of r on !J. induces a ne.tural notion of
F on A. He shall need the fa llowing
4-.
Theorem 0.1.1 There erists an exact sequence
o -+ r?- (F, A ) -+ r?- (r, A) -+ Homr(A, A) -+ i2(F, A) -+ If(r, A)
where the map ~(r, L.) -+ Homr(1., A) is the restriction map ,
Proof see Hochschild - Serre [lOJ Cl
J.~a 0.1.2 If F is n finite group, and a E ~(F, A) then IFI a = 0
~~ Let f be a representative cocycle for a.
Now lot g: F +- A be defined by
then ~. g(x2) - g(~x2) + g(XJ_)
= X-_t. I f(x2, x3) - L f(XJ.x2' x3)
X3 EF X3 E F
= IFI f(XJ_, x2)
so IFI f is a coboundary and IFla = 0 E ~(F, A) n
5.
In tr..is section we collect together several unrelated results 'r7hich
we shall need, but which are not well known,
Jr..ota~ By gt (n , R) we shall mean the n x n matrices with coefficients
in a conmutativ e ring R
By GL(n, R) we shall mean that subset of glen, R) of matrices
who se inverses Ilre also in gl (n, R).
If H E GL(n, Z) and t E Z then 3 k E Z· = {k E Z : k > ol"" -+ ......
such that If - IE glen, z z ) .....
?ro~f. There is a natural map q: GL(n, !)~ GL(n, !e)' which latter is
a finite group. So 3 k E Z* such the.t (qH)k = id • 0
-+
Lemma0.2.2-_.._.---~=.-,- If A, B E glen, F) where F is a field of characteristic.... ....
prime to n, and AB - BA = ~I , then ~ = 0 •
The trace of the left-hand-side is 0, of the right-band-side
is nil.
If A, B E glen, F) F any field,'" ....,
then dot CIoI
B
A) = det(ApI _ AB)
III
Proof If A = 0 this is trivial.---
If Alo we h8.vO
det IAI A) dct (AI A\ ! I 0)\13 I1Ij
=
\ B I1Ii I.-Bill I
det (AI -ABII1 A \ C= •
0 III J
6.
§0.3 Number Theory
We call z the ~onal integers. n-lI~80 + ••• + 8n_lx
n+x
is 8 monic polynomial with coefficients in Z we call the roots in C..... ""
algebraic integers. The set o~ all algebraic integers, ~orms a ring
and A (\ Q = Z. The units in A, which liIC
"""" "" ~ '"
call U,
'"n-l
El IXn-
the algebraic units
are the roots of the polynomials aO + ••• +
"o = :t l.
Let K = QCC) be an algebraic extension o~ Q, and suppose that C
..... ""
n+ X where
has conjugates in R and.._ conjugates in 2.'\. ~ (in the Gruois
theo~ sense). ~e shall be interested in whether K (\U contains elements-
all of whose conjugates are different ~rom 1 in absolute value. Now it is
dlear that such elements must be o~ infinite order, and this suggests that
we use the ~amous
1:~eorem 0.3.1 (Dirichlet)
Under the above conditions, K(\U
""
is an abelian group with
rank rl + r2 - 1.
For the proof", see Pollard [12] 11.4 or Artin [2] Chapter 13. Cl
This, however, is not quite strong enough, since, although it is true
that, :i:C an al.eme nt of K (\ U has all its conjugates equal to 1 in.....
absolute value, then it must be a root of tni ty and so of finite order, it
is possible for an elOOlent of infinite order to be of absolute value 1.
For example, the polynomial x4 - 3x3 + 3x2 - 3x + 1 has two roots on the
real line, and two on the unit circle. However, there is a. stronger vcrs ion
of the theorem. ..
7.
Theorem 0.3,2
If in the above situation, then K nu does
"-
contain elements none of whose conjugates havo absolute value 1.
To prove this, we look again at tho proof of Theorem 0.3.1 and use
the fact that a lattice in Rn...., which does not lie in a hyperplane
cannot be conf'ined to the !! hyperplanes xi = 0 •
The complex quadratic extensions of Q are the only extensions of.....
~ whd.ch do not contain units all of whose conjugatos have absolute value
dif'ferent from 1 •
8.
§0.4 Representation T~
This section is a survey of the represent~tion theor.y we need,
mainly in Chapter 2. The principal referonce for this section is
Curtis and Reiner [6] •
Let G be a finite group. A r21?!.esentati~ of G is a homomo rphd.sm
T : G~ Aut V or GL(n, R) where V is a left R-module and R is a
ring. We shall consider only the cases R = Z ,
'"
and R = F a stibfield.....
nof C , and V = R , for some n •.....
Let us now ~ppose, then, that R = F •..... T is said to be irreducible
if there is no subspace VI of V (except {OJ and V) such that
T(g) .vI C VI for all g E G. If T is not irreducible, it is said to
be reducible. By 11 theorem of Easchke [C & R 10.8.], if T: G~ Aut V
is a representation, we may write V = VI Efl ••• Efl Vk with T(g) Vi = Vi
for all g E G, and Ti = Tlvi irreducible for each i 1 ( i (k. l.1e
co.ll Ti the irreducible comnonents of T, and m'i te T = Tl Et ••• Efl Tk•
If now F' is a larger field than F, we got a new representation,
""
which we al so call T: G~ Aut (V ~~' ), defined in the obvious manner-,
T may nowbecome reducible, even it it was irreducible before. Wesay T
is irreducible over F, but reducible over F' •
"" .... In general, the
larger the fiold, the more T will apli t. We cal.L T absolutely irreducible
if it is irreducible over C. If K is a. subfield of C such that every.... .....
irreducible component of T over K is absolutely irreducible, we call K
a splitting field for T or for G. By a theorem of Brauer [C & R 41.1]
if n is the exponent of G, and , is a primitive nth root of unity,
then Q(') is a splitting field for G. We restrict ourselves to subficlds.....
of Q(,) •.....
9.
If T. and T. are tvro components of T, we say they are
~ J
~uivalent, v;ritten T...... T. , if there is an isomorphism J: V. -+ V.
~ J ~ J
such that JTi(g) = Tj(g)J for all g E G. We need not specify the
field, since if FI ~ F then two representations are equivalent over F..... ..... .....
if and only if they are eq\uvalent over F' [C & R 29.7]......
T.
J
are equivalent, and we choose a basis [v.k} for V.~ k ~
of T. (g) and T. (g)
~ J
If Ti and
and the ba sis
{J vik} for V. , then the rna trices
k J
to these bases will be identical.
with re spe ct
If T is an i~educible representation over Q , and K..... is a
min~al splitting field for T, and Tl is an irreducible component of
T over Ie (or indeed f) , then if we choose a basis for VI in
say, then fv~} , where a E r (K/Q), .....
- i
the Galois
group of Kover Q, span a space il11ariant under T. Since T is
"" 0....1. fl(J(/~);' .,J,.I ......~
Lrr-educ fb Le over £ and K is minimal" the v~ for all L, 1 ::: i :;; t
and all (J E r (K/Q) are distinot and are a basis for I~. With respect.....
to this basis the matrix of T will Le a block matrix, with blocks equal
to If now T and T' are two inequivalent irreducible
representations of G over Q., and if..... {Til are the irreducible
i
are irreducible components of T'components of T over C and {T~}
"" J j
over £, then Ti is inequivalent to Tt. for any i, j.
J
~e shall be especially interested in those elements of GL(n, F).....
which coamube with all the matrices in im T. The key theorem here is
Schur's Lemma[C & R 27.3] • If F is algebraically closed (e.g. F = C)
..... ..... .....
S E GL(n, F).....
G -+ GL(n, Ii') are irreducible representations of.....
is such that T(g) S = SU(g) for all g E G, then S
G , andand T and U:
= 0
if T f U and S = eI for some e E F.... if T = U •
10.
From this we deduce directly that if T : G ....GL(n, C)...., is a
representation of G ,and Cn has been referred to a suitable basis
""
50 that T appear-s as the direct sum of' irreducible:representations in such
a way that equivalent ones are adjacent and actually equal, then if
S E GL(n, C) conmut es with all the elements in im T then S is a block....,
matrix, all non-diagonal blocks being zero, one diagonal block corresponding
to each equivalence class.of equivalent componento and each of these blocks
being itself' a block matrix, the size of' the blocks being the size of the
corresponding components and each block being a scalar matrix.
Tl
For example, if' T is decomposed as ( Tl ) with TI';' T2
T2
jaI bI
.~I)
then S mus t be of the f'orm a, b , o , d , e E C •
l cl dI ""'\0 0
The result holds a~so if'we replaoe C by K, a splitting field for T.-
If'now T and. T' are inequivalent irreducible representations of'
G over ~, then since their irreducible components over £ are also
inequivalent, the only matr:ix S such that T(g) S = ST' (g) for all
g EGis the zero matrix. Consequently if' T is any representation of
G into GL(n, Q) and we choose a basis for Qn so that T appears as""' ....,
the direct sum T = Tl ~ ••• ~ Tk of irreducible representations arranged
80 that equivalent ones are adjacent and equal, then S must be a block
matrix, zero off the diagonal blocks, with one diagonal block corresponding
to each class of equivalent components, this block being itself' a block
matrix, the blocks being of the size of the appropriate Ti and commuting
with it.
11.
Cl ,For example, if' T is decomposed a.s '1' )1
T2
with TI ~ T2 then S must be of' the f'orm
( 31
S2 0 S. TI (g) = TI (g) S. f'or G 1 ~ i ~ 4
l. l.
g E
S3 S4 0 S5 T2(g) = T2(g) S5 f'or Gg E •
0 0 S5
Wemust now, therefore, oonsider what can commute vdth a representation
T of' G which is irreducible over il. To do this, ste extend our field
to K, a,minimal splitting field for T, and. then express T as the
where Y/ )(J. E re Q.
l. .....
Let us
suppose first that the Ti a.re all inequivalent. Then the only matrices
Tl (g)
•
for all g E G are
•
which can commute with
•
of the form
o
and this ma.trix comes ~~m a
•
•
~I
••l.rational one when ref'erred to the original basis if' and only if Ai = Al •
If' the Ti are not all inequivalent they are equivalent in classes of
J.1 components where J.1 is called the Schur _index of T [C & R §70].
However, a rnatrix like the one ab ave will s till commutewith T. If we
12.
arrange the T. to put e qufvc lcnt ones adjacent (to do this ,':e must of
l.
course also rearrange r(K/Q)) then if S commutes with T(g) for all
g E G, it must be a block matrix, zero off the diagonal blocks, of which
there is one for each equivalence class. Each diasonal block is itself
a block matrix, of size corresponding to the T. , each diagonal block
l.
of which is a multiple of the identity and each off-diagonal block a matrix
such that S.. T.(g) = T.(g) S ..
l.J l. J l.J for each g E G • Since
are irreducible, Sij is unique up to const~nt multiples.
Let us look at the special case wher-e [K : q] = 2, K 4: R ,..... "" and the
Schur index is also 2. An example of illis is G = 1!a ' which is given in
C &: R p.470, and worked out in detail below (~3.4). r(K/Q)
""
then has tv-'O
elements, the non-trivial one corresponding to complex conjugation. i7e
write the reuresentation as T = Tl ~ Tl• Then there is a matrix
J E GL(n, K) such that JTl = TlJ. So JTl = TlJ, which gives
Since Tl is irreducible over C ,..... we must
have 'j J = "I for some "E K·. Nowlet
"J., "2 e ~. ~en tJ -1
J = Jl + iJ2, Jl, J2 real
1J2)(Jl + iJ2) ="J.I + i"2I •
Nowif T is irreducible over !, then "1 < 0, as the f'oLl.owd.ng
argument shows, Repeat the above construction, replacing ~ by Rand
...... --
K by £.. Then by multiplying J by 1//1 "11 we may assume JJ = ± I.
"Ie shall show J J = -I •
Suppose J J = 1. Define 4J V -+ V by 4Jlvl : Vl -+ V2 has matrix
J, 4Jlv2: V2 -+ VI has matrix J, and extend linearly to V. If v has
real coordinates, v = vl + vI ' vl E Vl and ¢(v) = JVl + J Vl ' which
13.
. 21: - 21 --also has real cooz-ddnabes rJ> VI = J J = I, ¢ V2 = J J:: I = I , so
2¢ = I. Then ¢ has eigenvalues .± 1. Suppose nowthat ¢ has an
eigenvalue e(= .::t 1) corresponding to the eigenvector v, which can
be chosen l71th real coordinates ¢(v) = t'v. Novi T is irreducible
over R, so T(g)v span V, and. ¢T(g) = T(g) ¢ by definition of ¢ •.....
So ¢(vi) = t'vi form a basis for ~ and ¢ = ± id. But this is
impossible as ¢(Vl):: V2 am VI ('\ V2 = {ol • This proves that
j J::: -I. Of course, if we wish to keep J E GL(n, K) we must replace
"1 = " •
It follows that the only matrioes which can comnute vdth T(g) are of
the f'orm (:: :~) with J J = • I, and su eh a 1M trix will come from
a rational one whenreferred to the original basis for Qn if and only
""
if /.l = X J e -= v • Notice that by lemma0.2.3
det (~I :j) :: det (AX I - v Vj J )
vJ AI
m
= det (A~ -Ie v v )1 = (A>:"" v v) where n :: 2m.
14.
§0.5 Bieberbach Theorems
The principal referenoe for this section is Wolf [16] Chapter 3.
Let E(n) be the Euclidea.n group for real n-dimensional space. Then
E(n) is the semi-direct product O(n). T(n) where O(n) is the
orthogonal. group and T(n) the transla.tion group for n-dimensional space.
Of course T(n) ~ Rn. A closed subgroup r of E(n) is called.....
uniform if E(n)/r is compact. If a closed subgroup r o£ E(n) acts
on Rn in the usual roy, the orbit space, Rn/r, with the cpotient- ....
topology, is a compact manifold if and only if r is a discrete, uniform,
tGrsion free subgroup of E(n), and all compact flat manifolds are obtained
in this way. The group r, 'l'lhich ia the fundamental group of the
quotient manifold, is often called the cr,ystallographic or Bieberbaoh group
of the manifold. Weshall use the following three bhecr-emsof Bieberbach ,
Theorem 0.5.1 If r CE(n) is a or,ystallographio group then
A = r n T(n) is a normal subgroup of finite index in r, and any minimal
nset of generators of A is a vector space basis of R relative to which.....
tho O(n) components of the elements of r have all entries integral
c.f. Wolf [16] 3.2.1.
Theorem0.5,2 Any isomorphism f: r ~ E of cr,ystallographic subgroups
of E(n) is of the form )I ~ ByB-l for someaffine transfonnation
B:~~~. G..... ....
Theorem0.5.3 There are only finitely many isomorphism classes of
n-dime~~ional Bieberbach groups. c.f. ~qolf [16] 3.2.2.
Note In the first theorem above wemust be careful to notice that-
the O(n) components of the elements of r need not be orthogonal when
referred to the newbasis. For example, one of the 3-dimensional flat
manifolds given in Wolf (16] 3.5.5 is given by quotienting the 3-torus by
the
15.
x ->-
group generated by the affine transformation
o 0\25.
~ =u and the matrixa gro up of order 3 ,
U
1 D~+(: )and the transformation x...,...> 0 is of'period 3
0
o )only if' a + b + c = n E Z in which case( -a is mapped to.....
I-a -b
\ I
= which is not permitted as the
condition for r to be torsion free is equivalent to riA acting on the
torus without fixed points, c.f. Wolf [16J ~.1.3 (ii).
7!ere it not for this fact, much of this work would become trivial, as
the only orthogonal matrices with integer coefficientr, are monomial
matrices with all the non-zero e~ements equal to Z 1 •
We write A f'or r fl T(n), F for r/«, rr : r -+ F for the natural
projection am M for Rn /I' = rf1IF. Note that F is isomorphic to the
'" '"
linear holonomy group of J.1 (cS. Wolf [16] 3.4.6). 17e then have an
exact sequence
o -+ A -+ r -+ F -+ 0
which we call the exact sequence associated with hl.
16.
nIf we refer R to the basis given by Theorem 0.5.1 then the
group A is simply translated by the elements of the integral lattice
is the usual flat torus ~ 0-.. If P is an affine
automor-phtsm 00 Rn -+ Rn th ·t (.l B b wh B· aen we may v;r1. e t-' = + ere 1.S-
linear map, £. an n-vector, and the equation means P!, = B!, +:2. for all
n!. E E:. If a EA, Y Er, then wri tine; a = I + !. , Y = C + £. we have
a E z" and C E GL(n, Z) when referred to th e above basis.- ...... .....
Y4y-l= (C + £)(r + !.)(C-l + C-l ,£)= I + C~ EA 0 ¢ E F can be written
as C + c where y E 1T-l(¢) and C E RnjZn is the projection of ,£ •..... .....
So the left-action of F on A induced by conjugation by r on A
induces a representation of F, T : F ~ GL(n, Z) given by T¢ = C •
'"
Write W = im T •
Since the elements of F other than 1 act on Tn without fixed
points, an element ¢ E F, ¢ 11 , such ti1at y = C + £. E 1T-l(¢), must
have the property that C!. + £.1 as. for all ?i E !n. So (C -I)!,I-,£ •
But this says that C - I is singular, otherwise the equation (C - r).! =-,£
would have a solution, and 80 1 is an eigenvalue of C and -c is not
in the image of C - I for any choice of y E 1T-1(¢) •
The affine automorphism f3 above projects to an automorphism of r.I if
-1the map y -> f3 y f3 ,y Er, maps r onto itself; in other words if'
-1f3r f3 = r •
Since A is a characteristic subgroup of r -1we must have f3 A f3 = A
which is true if and only if B E GL(n, Z). Then we must have that
"-
B C B-1 e t for each C E ~ -1or B t B = t •
17.
Chapter 1 - Characterization Theorem - commenoed
§l.l ~st reduction
We can now proceed with our ana~si8 of which flat manifolds support
Anosov diffeomorphisms. Let ~n be the n-dimensional flat manifold
associated with the exact sequence 0 ~ A~ r ~ F ~ 0 and let
T : F ~ ~L(n, Z) be the representation of F described in §O.5 •....
n nLet fi : R ~ R'" .... be an affine automorphism of Rn which projects to an.....
automorphism of M. Write, as before, {3 = B + E.. This automorphism
will be an Anosov diffeomorphism of M if the eigenvalue s of Bare
all different from one in absolute value. AIl Anosov diffeomorphism
obtained in this way will be' called an Anosov automorphism of M.
If fi satisfies t~e weaker condition that none of the eigenvalues of B
are roots of unity, we shall call f3 an ergodic automorphism of U.
(c.f. Arnold and Avez (1).
Theorem 1.1.1 If Ai is a flat manifold, then a ne ceaaary condition for
M to support an Anosov diffeomorphism is that it supports an ergodic
automorphism, a sufficient condition is that it support an Anosov
automorphism.
Proof Let ¢: M~ M be an Anosov diffeomorphism of M. Then
¢. : wIll ~ 11'l~:I is an isomorphism. But 11'111 = r I and A is maximal
abelian normal in r with finite index. So ¢ A = A (see Wolf [16]
>10
3.2.9). Hence we can lift ¢ to
~ (!_n) ~ ~ (!n) •
~ : Tn ~ ~ and consider the induced...... .....
map on homology ~ :.. But may. be
r'epr-eaenned by an olclI;)entS of GL(n,~). Now S defines an ergoQic
""
automorphism of Since ~ arises from a diffeomorphism
_ ~ ~-lof 11, (f) F \f = F and so, since F is finite, some power of S commutes
with each element in im T. Then by theorem 1.2.2 below, whose proof is
independent of this, M supports an ergodic automorphism.
The second part of the theorem is trivial.
18.
§1.2 Second reduction
~7eshall now show that the oondition that M should support an
Anosov automorphism depends o~y on the representation T • The proof
follows closely that of the main theorem in Epstein and Shub [8J • The
same proof, with trivial modifications gives us a corresponding theorem
for ergodic au tomorphisms of III.
Theorem 1.2.1 A fiat compact connected Riemannian manifold lif of
dimension n associated with the exact sequence 0 ~ A ~ r ~ F ~ 0 and
the representation T: F ~ GL(n, Z) supports an Anosov automorphism p......
if and only if there exis ts H E GL(n, Z) with no eigenvalues of absolute......
value one which conmut es vii th all elements of ; = im T •
ITe are not saying that H = B •
'l'hcorem 1.2.2 If 11 is as in the previous theorem then M supports an
ergodic automorphism p' if and only if there exis ts HI E GL(n, Z)..... with
no eigenvalues which are roots of unity which commutes rlith a~l elements
of w = im T •
We shall give a proof' of Theorem 1.2.1 the proof of Theorem 1.2~2
is similar.
Proof Let us first assume that such a matrix exists, and construct an
Anosov automorphism. We shall need
LemmaL2.3 If H is a rnatrix of th e above type, t hen If is n1 so of
the above type for each integer k ~ 1, and 3 integer k such that all
entries of ffk - I are divisible by IFI •
Proof This is a trivial consequence of Lemma0.2.1.
From now on k will be an integer with the above property.
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".'Fe now look for a o01IlIlutative diagram
0 -+ A -+ r -+ F -+ 0
J,L .Lt J,IF
0 -+ A -+ r -+ F -+ 0
where L = JfIA . For, if' one exis ts , since L and ~ are
i somorphisms , f is an isoJ;1orphismby the 5-1emma, i.e. an a.utomorphism
of r. Then by Thec,rem0.5.2. there is an affine tra.nsformation
f3 : Rn -+ Rn such that fey) = [3y,,-l for y er. and 80 [3r[3-1 = r •...... .....
Thus " projeots to an automorphism of lA ani we have only to prove that
it is Anosov. We shall prove that B = ff , mich is of the correct
form.
~emma1.2.4 Blzn = L where A is identified .dth Zn..... .....
Proof-- ,8=B+E_ => = Bx + b- - for x E Rn- .....
=>
B-1 f3 ~ - B-1 l?
= B-1 _ B-lb-
=
if a EA, a = I + a so Cl!. = .! + !.-
and -1 B(B-l ~ - B-~ + !.) + bf' (J[3 ~ = -
= x + Ba- -
so f(a) = [3 a[3-1 = I + Ba.-
n
since A = Z •....
But flA = L.
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Now, since BIA = L = liklA, and A contains a vector-space
basis for ~n, we can deduce that B = ffk •
176 must now show that such a canmutative diagram exists.
Lemma.1.2.5 If ~ : r ~ A is a crossed homomorphism, then the
following diagram is commutative, vd t.~all maps homomorphisms.
0 ~ A ~ r !4 F ~ 0
J,g lr J,IF
0 A 4 r 'IT F 0~ ~ ~
where g(a) = ~(a) + .!:. and r(y) = ~(y)y •
Proof We have to show that f is a homacorphism.
But f(yeS)= ~(ycS)yo= ~(y) y if/(eS)y-l YeS= ¢(y) Y ¢(s) s = f(y)f(S).
g is just flA written in additive notation; the left-hand square
therefore commutes. To show that 7Tf = IF'"= 'IT, we show
7Tf(y)= "'(l')or "'{f(l')l'-l)= IF' Since the sequence 0 ~A ~ r ~ F ~ 0
is exact, this condition is equivalent to f(l')l'-1 E Im I.. or
~(y) y y-l = ¢(y) EA. But that is true by definition of ~. [J
We must now find such a crossed homomorphiam • {If - I)/IFI is the
matrix of a r-module endomorphism of A, since Hk and I are, and it has
integer entries by definition of k. Therefore Hk - I E Hom r (A, A)
is sent to zero in ~(F, A) in the Hochschild - Serre exact sequence
(0 .1 .•1) by Lemma 0.1.2. By exactness, therefore, there is a crossed
homomorphism if!such that ¢IA = Jr"<: - I
flA = ~IA + I = Hk as required.
so if fey) = if!(y)y then
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To prove the converse, we consider t~e matrix B associated with
the given Anosov automorphism f3. This will satisfy all the requirements
for H except possibly that it may not commute with all the elements of
~. We have, however, B ~ B-1 = ~ and so the action of B merely permutes
the elements of ~. But ~ is finite, and so there is an integer r > 0
such that Br induces the identity permutation on ~ • Then we can
take rH = B •
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§1.3 Applications
It is possible already at this stage to state same tangible consequences
o~ our results. An easy consequence o~ theorem 1.2.1 is the ~ollowing.
]'roposition lr~.l I~ M is the flat manifold associated with the exact
sequence 0 ~ A~ r ~F ~ 0 and M' is the ma~old which covers Id and
is associated with the exact sequence 0 ~ A~ rl-+ F' -+ 0, where F' is
a subgroup of F, and ~ :M supports an Anosov automorphism,then so does
11' • o
~orem 1.~.2 If' H is a flat manifold of dimension n with linear ho:J_onOJ:lY
group F, then there is a flat manifold MI of dimension 2n wi th linear
holonomygroup F which supports an Anosov automorphism.
Let t.(F x F) ?e tho diagonal subgroup of F x F and let
HI = ? x ?/t.(F Xl') with the obvious action. Thon I:il supports an Anosov.... '"
automorphism. For T'
(g) 0
t.(F x F) -+ GL(2n, Z) maps g x g ->
T(g»)
so Tt is just- 0
T{9T.
I I
This commutesvath (," n)
I 2In n
which is of the correct form to apply
theorem 1.2.1.
Corollary 1.3.3 Any finite group F is the linear holonomygroup of a
flat manifold vlhich supports an Anosovautomorphism.
Proof This fa Ll.owsdirectly from theorem 1.3.2 and a thea rem of
Auslander and.Kuranishi [4] that any finite group F is the linear holonomy
group of a flat manifold • CJ
.Qorollary 1.3.4 For each prime p there is a flat manifold of dimension
2p and linear ho1onomygroup z-p which supports an Anosov automorphism.
from theorem 1.3.2 and a theorem of Char1ap [S] •
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Chapter 2 - Characterization Theorem - concluded
§2.1 Third reduction
The third reduction involves f'inding a criterion f'or t he existence
o:f the matrix H given by thoorem 1.2.1 in terms of' the Q - irreducible
'"
components of' the representation T : F ~ ~L(n, Z) •
""
'l'e f'ind that the only
components that matter are those which occur with multiplicity one.
Theorem 2.1.1 M supports an Anosov automorphism if' and only if' each
£-irreducible component of' T of' multiplicity one has commuting with it an
element K E ~L(m, Z) (m = dimension of' component) with no eigenvalues of'
""
absolute value one.
~em 2.1,2 H supports an ergodic automorphism if and only if each
Q-irreducible component of T of mul tiplici ty one has commutinc~vr.i.t.~ it an......
element K' E GL(m, Z) with no eigenvalue a root of unity •......
~lI.!!!!._8 2.1.3 T!10 existence of such a K[K'] is equivalent to the existence
of ~ [Ei] E ~L(m, £) whose characteristic polynomial has integer co~fficients,
unit constant term and no zeros of absolute value one [a root of unity].
Pro.2£. We shall prove the An080V case - tho ergodic case is almost
identical.
If' I~ exists, it will do f'or IS. •
If' KJ. exists, its rational canonical form R E ~L(m, Z)......
for some P E ~L(m, Q). Let h be the product of'
""
the denominators of the elements in P and p-l. Then by
lemma 0.2.1 there is an integer k ~ 1 such that h divides all tho entries
of Rk - I. Then ~ E GL(m,~) and will do for K.
Proof of theorem 2,1,1 (the proof of theorem 2.1.2 is similar)
Let us first suppose that H supports an l.nosov automorphism, so that
theorem 1.2.1 guarantees the existence of the matrix H. '7e now chango the
\
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basis of ~n so that T splits up as Tl $
~-irreducible for each i and with equivalent Ti identical and adjacent.
Then if some T. occurs with mul tiplici ty one, then the new matrixa
HI = P-1HP, where P is the matrix of the new basis, will have a single
block corresponding to this Ti and commuting with it. The characteristic
polynomial of this block will divide the characteristic polynomial of H,
so this block will do for KI in lemma 2.1.3.
Now let us suppose that we have the various matrices K. i7e construct
the matrix HI. If some Ti has multiplicity one, put the corresponding
K in its appropriate place on the diagonal. If some Ti has multiplicity
two, put C I)21)I
, I
three, put ( I
I
in the appropriate place. If SOI!le T. has multiplicity~
I
2I
21
in the appropriate place. If some T.~
has even higher mul tiplici ty, ve can use a suitable combination of these.
Then ffL E GL(n, Z), commutes vdth T referred to the basis P and.has no
'"
eigenvalues of absolute value one. To show this last fact, we need only
check that the polynomials' x2 - 3x + 1 and x3 - 6x2 + 5x - 1 lwve no
zeros of absolute value one. The roots of the first are (3 ~ J5)/2 and
the sum of the coefficients of the second is odd which is sufficient on account
of the entertaining
Lemma 2.1.4 A cubic polynomial, monic, with integer coefficients and unit
constant tena has no zeros of absolute value one unless 1 or -1 is itself a
zero. (J
Then if we .,.._;teH" = PH'p-l th n . th f f 1 mma 2 1 3....... e , as ~n e proo 0 e....." ••
some power of H" will do for H and will guarantee the exis tence of an
Anosov automorphism on M.
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§2.2 Fourth reduction
We can now assume that T is Q-irreducible. In §O.4 we discussed.....
which elements of GL(n, Q) commuted with a Q-irreducible representation..... .....
T : F -+ GL(n, Q). When we add the conditions that the matrix must be in.....
GL(n, Z) and that its eigenvalues should not be of absolute value one (or.....
alternative~ should not be roots o~ unity) we obtain
Theorem 2.2.1 If T: F -+ GL(n, q) is irreducible over Q, ~~en the following..... .....
are equivalent
(1) there is in GL(n, Z) a matrix which comnutes with im T and bs s no.....
eigenvalues of absolute value one
(ii) there is in GL(n, Z) a matrix which commutes with im T and has no.....
eigenvalues which are roots of ur~ty
(iii)T is reducible over R •-
Proof (i) => (ii) is trivial.
(ii) => (iii) Suppose that T is irreducible over R...... We distinguish
3 cases.
Case 1 T is absolutel,y irreducible. Then, by Schur's lemna, the only
matrices commuting with it are scalar matrices. But det (~I ) = ~n whichn
is ±1 only if ~ is a root of unity, and since ~ is an eigenvalue of
~In we cannot allow this.
Case 2 T decomposes over C with Schur index one...... If' K is a
minimal splitting field for T, then K is a complex quadratic
Q •.... Choosing a suitable basis for ~. the matrix of T will be
and, as the Schur index is one, T1,t.Tl• By Schur's lemma, the
commuting matrices which came from GL(n, Q) are of the form r~
- "0
only
o
- ),~I
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with ~ E K. But I~I = IXI and if the characteristic polynomial is in
z[x], monic, with unit constant term then I~I = 1 , SO ~ is on the unit
,.."
circle. But ~ E K, a quadratic extension of Q, so ~ is a root of unity,....
but since it is an eigenvalue of the matrix, this is not permitted.
Case ....3 T decomposes over C with Schur index two. Then if K is a.....
minimal splitting field for T, then once again K is a complex quadratic
extension of Q •..... Choosing a suitable basis for JCl, the matrix of T will
be o )
- J'Tl
with Tl .....Tl• Then, as we found in §O.4, a oornmutingmatrix
(
AI ~j)
vJ AIGL(n, Q) must be of the form- with Jj = IC I ,which comes from
where K < o. If its characteristic equation is in Z[X], is monic, and has
"'-
det (~_I vj, 1unit constant term, we must have _ J =.:t , so
lIJ ~I
(it cannot be - 1 as it is positive). Then IAI ~ 1,
(M - KlIV) = 1
so lA + XI , 2.
The characteri8tic polynomial is (x2 - (A + X) x + l)m, and since the zeros
2 222 2of x - 2x + 1, x - x + 1, x + 1, x + x + 1, and x + 2x + 1 are all
roots of unity, a suitable matrix is not available. An example of this case
is given in §3.4.
(iii) => (i) If T is reducible over R~ let K be a minimal splitting.....
field whose intersection with R is non-trivial. Then K is not a complex-
quadratic extension of Q, and so, as we saw in §O.3, there are in ~ algebraic-
units none of whose conjugates (in the Galois sense) are on the unit circle.
Let A be such a unit and let {O'i)i be the Galois group r(K/£). Then
G. ~
{A ~li are the conjugates of A. Write Ai for A • If now we choose a
.~ O'ibasis for )\. so that T decomposes as the direct sum of Ti ' where Ti =Tl
then the block matrix with A.I in the diagonal blocks, and zero elsewhere will
~
commute vliththe image of T, it will come from GL(n, '.1), its characteristic.....
polynomial will be in Z[x] and will have a unit for its constant term and.none-
of its eigenvalues will be on the unit circle. It will thus 8atisfy the
conditions of Lema 2.1.3. ~
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§2.3 Final Theorem
Theorem 2.3.1 Let M be a flat manifold associated with the exact sequence
and the representation T : F ~ GL(n, Z)...... Then the
following conditions on 1i are equivalent
(i) M supports an Anosov diffeomorphism.
(ii) 1.1 supports an ergodic automorphism.
(iii) Each q-irreducible component of T Which occurs vdth multiplicity one.....
is reducible over R.
""
(iv) M supports an Anosov automorphism.
Proof (i) => (ii) see Theorem 1.1.1.
(ii) => (iii) a direct conse quence of theorems 2.1.2 and 2.2.1
(iii) => (iv) a direct consequence of theorems 2.1.1 and 2.2.1
(iv) => (i) trivial (see also theorem 1.1.1). ~
~ Although we have proved here that every flat manifold which supports
an Anosov diffeomorphism also supports an Anosov automorphism, there is not,
as far as I know, any wa:y of obtaining one directly from the other. It ha s been
conjectured that if f is an Anosov diffeomorphism on a torua, then the induced
map on homology is hyperbolic, but I have not hear-d of a proof. In order to
cons;ruct a counterexample, it would be necessary to go into at least four
dimensions, and. attempt to construct an Anosov diffeomorphism who se induoed map
0 0 0 -1
on homolo gy was eivon by the matrix 1 0 0 3 whose characte'l'istic
0 1 0 -3
0 0 1 3
polynomial, x4 - 3x3 + 3x2 - 3x + 1 , has tVIOroots, not roots of unity,
on the unit circle.
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Chapter 3 - Applications and Examples
§3.l Cyclic Linear Ho~noffiYGroup.
Lot us examine in greater detail the case where the linear holonomy group
F is cyclic. The representation T: F ~ GL (n, Z) is completely determined.....
once we specify the image of a generator of F ; let us call this matrix N.
The matrix N is similar to an orthogonal matrix, and is therefore diagonalizable
over C; the decomposition of T depends only on the eigenvalues of N,
'"
corresponding, in fact, to the decomposition of Ii over the appropriate field.
Thus the decomposition over Q will be indicated by grouping each eigonvalue-
6 of N with its conjugates under the action of r(Q(o)/q). Since F is finite,'" ....
each 8 must be a primitive m th root of unity, for some m E Z+ , and its....
conjugates will be the other primitive mth roots of unity. A Q-irreduciblo
'"
8ubrepresentation having multiplicity one corresponds to the appropriate root
of unity being a simple eigenvalue of N, and irreducibility of this
rupresentation over R corresponds to the root of unity being in Q or a complex
..... -
quadratic extension of Q •
'"
So tho condition given in Theorem 2.3.1 gives us the
following
Theorem 3.1.1 If M is a flat manifold whose linear holonomy group F is qyclic
and T: F ~ GL (n, Z) is the natural representation, and if N = T(g) whore.....
g is a generator of F, then M supports an Anosov diffeomorphism if and only
if N has none of the following numbers as simple eigenValues :
1 1 . i 2 2 (h 3 1), - , ~, - , ~, w , -w, -~ w ere ~ = •
It may be instructive to give an elementary proof of ii) => iii) in
Theorem 2.3.1 in this special case. Let us suppo8e therefore that N is as
above, 8 ia a simple eigenvalue of N and H E GL(n, Z) is a matrix which
'"
conmutes with N and has no eigenvalues which are roots of unity. ':Yechange
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basis to the columns of a non-singular matrix P , so that if
NI = P-1NP nIl = 8 , nIi = nil = 0 ifl • Since H commutes with,
N we have H' = P-1HP commutes with N' and so hi - a, hJ. - h' - 01 i - il-
i .;. 1. So a is an eigenvalue of H. Writing now PN' = NP and examining
the first column of the two matrices we obtain the equations
Pil (J = 2:,
j = 1
n•• P'l '~J J
or ~ (n, - S. ,6.) P'lL ~J l.J J
j = 1
= 0 . Since 9 is a simple
eigenval ue of N , there is a one-dimensional set of solutions for the
and any solution is therefore a multiple of one with entries in Q(8) •....
are themselves in Q(e) • Now PH' = HP,.....
changing P by a constant, we can ensure that the entries in 'the first column
P'l a = ~ h , P 'I ' so
1. ~ l.J J
j = 1
so
choosing an i so that Pill 0 we obtain a c: t. hijPjl/ Pil E .9,(8) •
j = 1
But since a is an eigenvalue of H, it is an algebraic unit which is not a
root of unity and this is impossible if e
2-flJ, -w
is any of' 21, -1, i, -i, cu, W ,
C:
§3.2 Dimension less than 6
Theorem 3.1.1 gives us an easy check on the known re::mltB about the
existence of Anosov diffeomorph.i.sms on flat rnarri:t'oJdB of low dimension.
If n = 1 the condition of the theorem is trivially not satisfiod, and gt
therefore does not support an Anosov diffeomorphism.
If n = 2 the matrix N must have 1 occurring as an eigenvalue at least
once (see §O.S), and so twice, and N is the identity matrix. Thus no non-
trivial cyclic groups are possible, and so no others either by Prop 1.3.1. So
the torus T2..... is the only 2-dimensional flat manifold which supports an Anosov
diffeomorphism. In particular, the Klein bottle does not.
If n = 3 the identity is still the only permissible matrix, and of the
10 three dimensional flat compact 3-manifolds listed in Wolf [16J p.122 only
the torus will support an Anosov diffeomorphism.
If n = 4 we must still have lis as eigenvalues of N, but it is now
possible to have two -l's also. F = ~2 is thus a possibility. No other cyclic
group is possible. Ally other F would have to have all its elements of period
2 and would therefore be abelian. The matrices of the representation could then
be simultaneously diagona1ized and wo u1d each then have two l's and two -l's
(or four lis) on the diagonal, and since (1, 1, -1, -1) with (1, -1, 1, -1)
would give four distinct subrepresentations and (1, 1, -1, -1) with
(-1, -1, 1, 1) would neces3itate having (-1, -1, -1, -1) as well, no
groups larger than ~2 are possible. Although the group N must be similar to
(
1 I ) there is in fact more than one possibility. The
-1 -1
respective quotients of ~ by the actions of the affine transformations
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C l -l -J + (0 and. 1
are not homeomorphic as the first has ~irst homology group
l1_ (M; ~) = ~ x ~ x ~2 x ~2 whereas the second has l1_ (M' ; !) = ~ x ~ x ~
(c~. Yrol~ [16] p .122). The f'Lr st of these was the example given by
Shub [13].
I~ n = 5, similar reasoning gives us three possibilities. In
addition to t, we may have t/!2 ' where the generator of .e2 La represent-
ed by a matrix N which has either three l's ani two -1'B or two l'sand
three -l's. Again there is more than one possibility for M in each case.
It should be noted that a~ mani~old arising in the latter case will be
non-orientable.
§3.3 Dimension 6
Y;'henthe dimension reaches six, there arises suddenly a great
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weal th of' example s, To cIa ssif'y them all would be a very long task - I
shall give a representative semple. Notice first that Theorem 1.3.2 taken
in conjunction with §3.5 of "'T!olf[16] gives already ten examples, all
orientable. Of special interest is the one obtained from ~olf's 96 as
it is the first known oxamp.Ie of a flat manifold with first Betti number
zero which supports an Anosov diffeomorphism.
A non-orientab1e example is formed by t~cine N with three 1'5 and
three -l's for eigenvalues.
If F is cyclic its order must be 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 or 12. The
appropriate generators for 5, 8, 10 and 12 are
1 •• • • •
1 • • • •
• • -1• •
1 • -1
-1
-1
• • •
1• • • •
• 1
• • ·\• •
1 • • • •
• -1
1
-1
1
1• • •
1• • •
• 1• •
respectively.
+
+
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
and
• • •
1 • ••
• • ••
• 1 ••
• 1 ••
• • 1•
• • • • •
1 • ••
• -1•
• 1 • ••
• 1 • 1•
• 1 •• •
+
, \
/1/12\
•
+ •
• ,
.j
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The only non-abelian example in dimension 6 which I have beon able to find
is ~8' generated by
,-
.' / \ " (1/4\I / 14\/ 1 ·". I -1 • e\-1 -1 ie • • • • • 2
1 1 -1 1• • • • "2 and • • • • "2+ +
e e 1 • • • e • • -1 e e e
e e • • • • -1 • Ie' e i
1 1 l' 1 ,• "2 • • • • • 2/
Here again, the first Betti number, which is easily computed as the
dimension of the intersection of the eigenspaces corresponding to eigenvalue
1, is zero.
The above remark gives a proof of the curious
Proposition 3.3.1 No flat manifold with first Betti number one supports
an Anosov diffeomorphism •
For the one-dimensional subspace would give rise to a one-dimensional
sub-representation of mUltiplicity one defined over Q •....,
,--j
'----'
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§3.4 Example of Schur inde~2
We give here in detail the example of Schur index two from
Curtis and Reiner [6] p.470 (see §O.4) and illustrate theorem 2.2.1
ii) => iii) Case 3 in this case.
Suppose F = ~8'the quaternion group and T has a sub-representation
TI F ~ GL(4, Q) of multiplicity one given by TI(l) = I, TI(-l) = - I
"", -1 , I -1
= (~
I .
Tt <:~) T' (~)
I
• =
~
• • -1
• 1 1 • •
• -1 • 1 • •
! . • 1I •
( ~l
• -1 ·T' (k) = 1 • •
• • •
Yte decompose TI into its t'70 absolutely irreducible components,
Tl & T2 ' by changing coordinates to the columns of
-1 + i 1 - i -1 - i 1 + i
1 + i 1 + i 1 - 1 1 - 1
-1 - i 1 + i -1 + i 1 - i •
1 - i 1 - i 1 + i 1 + i
Then T1 <..~) = (1 -i) T1 (.ai) = (i 1) T1(~) = ( -1)) ~1 l
T2(~) = (-i , T2(1) = ( -1, T2(~) ( -1\\. ij j = )\-i \1
which az-o similar using the matrix ( -1\
\1 J •
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This lets us ~~ite down the most general commuting matrix as, in the
new coordinates
• o - di
-0 - di
a - bi •
which is
a + bi • c + eli
a + bi
-c + di • a - bi
(a -c b
a -d -b
U d a -0-b 0 a
2
in the old coordinates. Its determinant is (a2 + b2 + c2 + d2) , which
is one if and only if only one of a, b , c, dis non-a ero , But then
it is monomial and so has eigenvalues which are roots of unity.
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§3.5 Dimensions of Expanding and CoE.k_!3.ct:Y.?-AJfunifold~.
Our methods here give us a certain amount of information about the
possible dimensions of the stable and unstable manifolds of an Anosov
automorphism of a flat manifold M. The dimension of the unstable manifolds
will simply be the number of eigenvalues of the matrix which are larger than
one in absolute value. Although in our proofs it has been necossary on
several occasions to take powers of tho matLix in hand, this will not affect
these dimensions. By examining the proof of the theorem 2.1.1 it is easy
to see that the distinct subropresentations over Q behave independently.....
and so, in particular, there must be at least one steble dimension and one
unstable dimension for each of them. Also, if we have an absolutely
irreducible stibrepresentation of sise r, then the eigenvalues corresponding
to it must all be equal, and so, in particular, must all be loss than one,
or all greater than one, in absolute value. If, tl~refore, the splitting
is 1, n - 1 then all subreprosentations must be of size one, and must all
be equal, so that the group is abelian and each matrix in its image has all
its eigenvalues equal. But each such matrix must have at least one 1 as
eigenvalue, and so is the identity, and tho manifold is a torus. In the
non-toral four-dimensional examples, therefore, the splitting must be 2, 2
and in tho non-toral five-dimensional examples it must be 2, 3 or 3, 2.
In the six-dimensional examples some of the manifolds .7ith F =!2 will
admit a 2, 4. splitting, but all the larger groups demand a 3, 3 splitting.
case, for example, has 3 distinct 8ubroprosentations, the
!i?a case has only two, but one of them is two-dimensionEl.l, and the various
cyclic groups, although they have only two distinct subrepresontations over
£ J must have a 2, 2 splitting on the non-trivial one because of the paucity
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o~ algebraic units in tho appropriate fiold. This discussion, o~
course, only refers to Anosov automorphisms, but in view o~ the note
in §2.3, we make the following
Conjecture 3.5.1 The splittings \mich are possible for Anosov
di~~eomorphisms are the same as those for Anosov automorphisms.
See Newhouse (11) for a detailed study of the case where the
splitting is 1, n - 1, which he calls codimension one.
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§3.6 Zeta func~
The concept of tho zeta function of a diffeomorphism, as developed by
Artin and }lazur [3] is discussed in Smale [14]. If f: bf -+ Ilf is a
diffeorlorphism and nll posd tivo powers ~ of f have only finitely many
fixed paints (N , say)
ID
then the zeta function of f is defined as the
formal power' serie s
00
{(t) = exp L
m = 1
1 N
mm ~~'illiams [15] has
obtained a formula for the zeta function of an Anosov diffeomorphism. This
formula has two distinct forms, dependd.ng on whe-ther- th(.) unstable part,
of the tangent bundle is or-i.enbnbLe or not. Nowthe zeta function of f is
the saae as thllt of f-1, as the formula above shows, and if M is
non-orientable then EU for f, and EU for f-l (which is just ES for f)~
will have the proporty that one is orientable and the other is not.
Williams suggested to me, therefore, thnt as I had an example of a
non-orientable manifold which supported an Anosov diffeomorphism, I might
calculate tho zota function using both fonnulae and discover what
a.lgebraic fact their equality was equivalent to.
The exampLe I shall use then is a quotient of '1.5 by !2 ' where the
action of !2 on T5 is via tho affine transformation
/ -1
I ·
l'
• • /
,
0
+ 0
0
1
'2
0
= -1 • •
• -1 •
1 •
• •• 1
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1 1 1 • • (~The Anosov automorphism I use is 1 2 2 • • +
1 2 3 • \~)• 1 2• 2 5
I 2 -1 0 10
whoso inverse is ( -~ 2 -1 + 0-1 1 • 0
5 -2 0
\
.
• • -2 1 0
Williams' formulae are obtained as follows:
Lut f*i : H. (iii, R)J. -
1~. Now H. (E, R) = RIDa "- -
~ H. (M, R)
J. -
be the nap on homology induced by
for some ID depending on i, and f. is therefore
*J.
a linear map. Let XJ.. be the characteristic polynomial of f., and let
*J.
Pi(t) = (_t)ffiXi(l!t). Let M be the oricntable double-cover of M.
Then H.(ll, R) = H: e H~ where ~*~ has eigenvalue + 1 on H: and
). - ).).. ).
eigenvalue Let X.(t) be tho characteristic polynomiala
= (_t)fl'Xi(l!t) where m' is the dimension of
•
H~. Then if a) EU is orientable and Df preserves orientation,
b) EU is orientable and Df reverses orientation or c) EU is
non-orientOblo then
{f = a) Il p~(i)
i = 0
n
c) n
i = 0 1=0
where €(i) = (_l)i+u+l •
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In our example the zeta-function of f is obtained by using formula
(c) and that if f-1 by using f'orraul,a (a). The unstable ddraenad.on for f
is 2 and that for r-1 is 3 (this is because A3 - 6A2 + 5A - 1 has
tYro zeros in ]0,1[ ) so tho formula for 'f is
PI P~P2
, that of , -1 is
Po P2 P'4
Po P2P4
•
f PI P3 IS5
Nowfor f the induced maps on homology are given by the ~~trices
(
2 1
(1) (1 2\ 1 2, )' 0 1
2 5 0 0
o 0)'1
1 0
o 1
2 1 0 4 2
1 2 1 2 4 2
0 1 1 0 2 2 ,
4 2 0 10 5 0
2 4 2 5 10 0
0 2 2 0 5 5
, ¢
and for -1f the induced map s on I.e arc given by the raebrd.ces
(-: ~l)
10 -5 0 -4 2 o '\
(i-1 \ 0 0 f}-5 10 -5 2 -4 -~ I 2 -1et> , 2 , 0 -5 5 0 2 , -1 2-1 -4 2 0 2 -1 ;1 0 -12 -If- 2 -1 20 2 -2 0 -1
/ 5
\-2 -2)1 ' (1)
and the zeta-function wor-ks out in both cases to be
or
~8~__ 42),.1 +_423A~- 1950A5_+.2703A4_-:,.l7~.?!:.:+ 4J;OA2- 36.1.D
A8 - 14)..7 + 7L\ - 166AS + 207A4 - 146A3 + 58.\2 - 12A + 1
The a.lgebraic fact which causes these two to have the same formula is
sinply that the inverse of a natrix may be compubed by evalU['.ting the
deteniinants of the cinors.
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